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      Our intent with the DIA space is to help build connections 

and expand networks. In an effort to aid in Lamar Wright's 

vision of seeing students engaged in the business community 

as a part of the  WSOB's curriculum, we have connected our 

interns with several of our project partners, including: Alarm 

City, Alrol of America, Curated Life, Dalton Little Theatre, 

DDDA, and Resource Finder. These interns are assisting in 

everything from project research to business plan reviews. 

They are capable and hungry to get started on a project for 

you! 

 
Today at DIA

Projects and Partners
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Student Interns
 

Juan Arias

Thomas Blackwell

Mikayla Cass

Blake Hayes

Josh McDonald

Austin Renfrow

Angel Rodriguez

 

 

Santi Angel

Nich Bartley

Victoria Goodwin

Nicole Hunnicut

Angel Rodriguez

Andrew Van der merwe

 

 

Taylor Bailey

BBA Marketing Candidates:

BBA Management Candidates:

BBA Management Information Systems Candidates:



WHO IS DIA?

Meet our Members

     The members of our organization are a large 

part what leave DIA unparalleled in value. You 

never know who you might bump into while in the 

space. From Accountants to Attorneys to Scholars 

to Entrepreneurs, diversity thrives at DIA. We are 

excited to introduce two of our members, Aaron 

Marcelli and Lanae Baker! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dunkin' Donuts enthusiast, Aaron Marcelli, received 

his Master’s in Business Administration from Bryan 

College in 2013. He is currently the CFO for Cross 

Plains Community Partner and is the Owner of 

Marcelli Bookkeeping Services, LLC. He has 

previously worked as a Job Coach for Cross Plains, 

where he focused on training and supporting 

young adults with disabilities to learn real-world job 

skills and gain experience in work environments 

with the goal of securing employment. Aaron 

believes in serving a greater good and being an 

example for those around him. He and his wife, 

Katy, have two beautiful daughters,  Leah and 

Hattie. 

Lanae Baker graduated from Kennesaw State 

University in 2008 with a Bachelor’s degree in 

Psychology. Lanae is currently the Director of Sales 

for Alpha and Omega Insurance. Prior to this, she 

served as the Practice Manager for Soni 

Orthodontics for almost 10 years. Lanae and her 

husband, Chris, are the parents of two precious 

daughters, Millie and Lottie. This Georgia Bulldog’s 

fan works tirelessly to be pillar of support for her 

family and friends, all the while working diligently 

to excel in her career. .

"For nearly 10 years I have worked in 
non-profit world with some 
organizations doing very meaningful 
work. I consider myself a young 
professional with a business mindset 
but appreciate that the work I do 
impacts the quality of life for those our 
organization supports.”


